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Attached please find the Office of the Inspector General's (OIG) Public Synopsis of our
Final Report of Investigation relating to the Voice of Internet Protocol (hereinafter
"VIOP") based allegations that arose in early 2012 involving procurements inside the
Mayor's Office oflnformation Technology (hereinafter " MOlT") while under the
direction of Chieflnformation Officer Rico Singleton. Upon Mr. Singleton's separation
several inquiries were initiated into MOlT affairs, by both the OIG and independently the
Department of Law. Additional allegations were publically raised regarding in June of
2012 surrounding the purchase of telephone equipment and other involving the City's
VOIP efforts.
In this synopsis the OIG considers the allegations that improper or illegal procurement
action may have occurred and/ or that the somewhat divergent efforts of the MOlT and
MTE resulted in government waste. The question of whether MOlT was legally able to
purchase telephone hardware at the heart of this review is separate and distinct from the
question of whether that procurement was conducted in accordance with the laws, rules,
and procedures governing the procurement process. The OIG accepts the legal analysis of
the Department of Law on the subject of purchases made by the City that are part and
parcel of City's telephone system or service.
The OIG also recognizes the long history of the MTE being under the auspices of the
Comptroller and takes no position as to the propriety of the system being overseen by
MOlT, MTE or any combination thereof.
The investigation did reveal procurement irregularities that were compounded by the lack
of procedural clarity in the procurement process and the questionable actions of a subcontractor who was acting in the capacity of a senior manager in the MOlT. It is the
position ofthe OIG that hardware purchases in the amount of$673,542.83 were
completed without the appropriate and required quotations. Further, that there has been a
lack of resource coordination resulting in a less than desirable return on the dollars
expended as it pertains to the $955,077.83 for hardware and consultants expended for
VOIP efforts to date, as well as, a $415,000 infrastructure assessment currently
underway.
Pursuant to the Draft Report of08/20/2012 the Mayor's Office oflnformation
Technology, The Department ofFinance (hereinafter "DOF") and the Department of Law
(hereinafter "DOL") submitted valuable comments and supporting material. The
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE@www.baltimorecity.gov
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comments have been considered and adjustments made where considered appropriate by
the OIG. In addition, the DOL provided much appreciated support in several areas
including assisting in the review of tens-of-thousands of emails.
Mayor's Office oflnformation Technology Response
The MOlT response to this report which concurs with the OIG recommendations
regarding the administration of blanket contracts and the process of documenting vendor
quotes.
The MOlT also seeks to clarify the dollar figure spent on Cisco equipment exclusively
dedicated to VOIP. The OIG report spends considerable effort to explain the utility of the
items ordered and also the context and environment under which they were ordered and
maintains the accuracy of the reported figures.
Lastly, the MOlT clarifies the purpose of the infrastructure assessment that is currently
underway as pertaining only to eight City agencies while noting that only partial payment
of$280,000 of the $415,000 allocated has been made to date. The OIG does not contest
that the information presented by the MOlT concerning the application of the study;
however, the OIG maintains that under the procurement ofthe infrastructure assessment
there are no limits placed on the scope of its application. Further, the OIG notes that the
current effort may be beneficial to both MOlT and MTE if applied with both purposes in
mind:
Department of Finance Response
The DOF provided a significant response to this report which generally accepts the
recommendations proposed by the OIG and sets forth actions that have been initiated,
including some prior to the report issuance. In addition the DOF response includes a
series of general comments and observations. Several points merit brief comment.
DDF Response to DIG Recommendation Action Item I.e: Timeframe for Quotes
In responding to this recommendation the DOF indicates that the timeframe for
requesting quotes from vendors is "never less than two days and are always clearly noted
in the vendor communication." The OIG notes that we can find no written protocol or
directive establishing this timeframe and that evidence developed in this matter reflected
a quote request that fell below the target threshold. We maintain the value of a written
protocol and supporting documentation.
DDF Response to DIG Recommendation Action Item l.d: Delineation ofAuthority to
Approve and Proceed
In responding to this recommendation the DOF indicates that the review of procurements
for approval is already established in CitiBuy' s electronic approval paths as further
evidenced in the attached charts. The OIG believes that buyer education and increased
communications (both written and spoken) within the DOF Bureau of Purchases about
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the specific responsibility and accountability placed on each position within the Bureau
will reduce confusion and improve procedural performance.
City Employee Role In Procurement
In response to the OIG concerns with the involvement of contractors in the procurement
process the DOF accurately indicates that at times the City must rely upon the technical
expertise available and also that City Employees were "heavily involved in the
processing" of the reviewed purchases. In support of this position the DOF included a
flow chart outlining the approval process and City employee involvement.

•

The OIG reviewed the attached charts and agrees that all parties on the charts are City
employees. However, these charts reflect the administrative side of the procurement
approval process. The OIG remains troubled by the involvement of contractors on the
operational side of the purchases. The OIG is confident that no one shown on the attached
charts was actually involved in the operational elements of the purchase such as: the
decision to purchase equipment and the selection of equipment to purchase. The OIG also
notes that operationally, both procurements were approved by the CIO. However, in
approving the purchases, the CIO relied on the quote requests and quote reviews in which
contractors were significantly involved.
Cisco Gold Partner Status
The DOF Bureau of Purchases indicated that it was reasonable to accept the MOIT
recommendation that a vendor's status as a Cisco Gold Certified Partner can provide
significant added value to the City in a major network switch implementation that
included unified communications.

In considering this specific situation the OIG does not concur that selecting a vendor
designat~d as a Cisco Gold Certified Partner provides any value to the City. The OIG
believes there may be instances in which selecting a vendor with a Gold or Silver Cisco
certification over a vendor with a lesser Cisco certification may be beneficial to the City.
The OIG believes these instances would occur when a vendor has been selected to
implement a new solution or manage a service that requires a high level of technical
expertise, etc. However, in this instance the equipment was selected by City
contractors/staff in consultation with Cisco directly. Furthermore, the equipment was then
installed by City contractors/staff. Therefore, Digicon's role (aside from supplying some
of said contractors) was limited to being a reseller.
Significantly, the Administration has also requested the release of supporting documents
noted in the report in an effort to enhance governmental transparency. These documents
accompany the report as footnote supporting material addendums.
Please also be advised that a synopsis of the report, the findings, and responses will be
made available to the general public in order to enhance transparency and the public's
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trust. The OIG appreciates the assistance rendered and effort provided during the course
of the investigation by the Comptroller, the DOL, the MOlT, and the DOF. We look
forward to continuing our partnership to strengthen policy, procedure, and internal
oversight protocols.

David N. McClintock
Inspector General
City of Baltimore

Doc # - 004

• This report is available to the public in print or electronic format.
• To obtain a printed copy, please call or write:
Office of Inspector General
100 N. Holliday Street
Suite 640, City Hall
Baltimore, MD 21202
•

Baltimore City employees, citizens, and vendors, or contractors doing
business with the City, should report fraud, waste, and abuse to the
Fraud Hotline. Call 1-800-417-0430 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

•

Notifications of new reports are now available via Twitter by following
OIG_BALTIMORE
o Details on how to follow us on Twitter may be found on the OIG web page
http://baltimorecity.gov/Default.aspx?tabid=111 by clicking on the “Follow
Us on Twitter” link located in the sidebar.

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE@www.baltimorecity.gov
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Public Synopsis
Synopsis of OIG Report #IG 2012-0070: Voice Over Internet Protocol
Procurements and Expenditures

ISSUE
In early 2012, the Office of Inspector General (hereinafter “OIG”) received allegations of
impropriety occurring inside the Mayor’s Office of Information Technology (hereinafter
“MOIT”) while under the direction of Chief Information Officer Rico Singleton. At that
point the OIG launched a preliminary investigation into these allegations. Beginning in
mid-June 2012, the OIG received/became aware of various allegations concerning
impropriety and waste. Many of the allegations regarded the purchase of telephone
equipment and other efforts to update the City’s telephone system.

SCOPE
The scope of review in this investigation is restricted to the purchases and related issues
surrounding the VOIP initiative engaged in by MOIT and to the extent relevant those
elements of the Municipal Telephone Exchange’s (hereinafter “MTE”) procurement in
the same area. A great hullabaloo has surrounded these related but distinctly separate
initiatives. Of the many concerns expressed, the OIG is concerned with those assertions
that indicated that improper or illegal procurement actions have occurred and/or that the
efforts expended by the somewhat divergent efforts of the MOIT and MTE have resulted
in government waste.
Concerning the assessment of procurement legality, a further clarification is merited. The
careful reader will recognize that the question of whether MOIT was legally able to
purchase telephone hardware at the heart of this review is separate and distinct from the
question of whether that procurement was conducted in accordance with the laws, rules,
and procedures governing the procurement process. It is this second question concerning
the manner in which the hardware was acquired that we consider in some detail.
The first question concerning the ability to make the purchase was addressed by the
Department of Law in a memorandum made public on 06/19/2012. The OIG accepts the
analysis of the Department of Law on the subject of purchases by the City that are part
and parcel of City telephone systems or services. The OIG also recognizes the long
history of the MTE being under the auspices of the Comptroller and takes no position as
to the propriety of the system being overseen by either entity.
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE@www.baltimorecity.gov
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SUMMARY
Background
The policy, procedures, and related nuances of City procurement are oft debated within
City government. This is, in large part, due to an array of purchasing law and regulation
that drives decisions beyond a simple question of the lowest price. City procurement
favors the “best option” based on an assessment of many factors. The OIG understands
there will be readers who do not have prior experience with City procurement and, as
such, may benefit from a more detailed description of relevant issues related to the
telephone system procurement efforts at issue.
Staffing Contracts
The City engages contractors for certain information technology support services. In
order to facilitate and manage this process for information and technology staff, the City
issued Solicitation Numbers BP-05136 and BP-06162, Request for Bids to Provide CityWide Network and Systems Support and Request for Proposals to Provide City-Wide
Network and System Support, respectively. Bids for the two solicitations were due on
05/04/2005 and 07/19/2006, respectively. The respective contracts were set to begin on or
about 07/15/2005 and 09/01/2006 and to remain in force for a period of three years with
the option to extend each contract for two additional one-year periods.
The City awarded the contract for Solicitation BP-05136 to TeleCommunication
Systems, Inc. (hereinafter “TCS”). The City awarded the contract for Solicitation BP06162 to Digicon Corporation (hereinafter “Digicon”). The solicitations for staffing
services stated that each contractor will supply approximately half of the City’s
requirements. The purpose of the staggered dates was to ensure that the City would not be
faced with losing or changing all of its contractors at the same time. As such, the
engagement of contractors by MOIT and other users of similar staff services within the
City would necessarily turn to either Digicon or TCS. Both contracts were ultimately
extended to continue staffing support through 06/30/2012. As such, these contracts
served as the primary staffing mechanism for MOIT during the period of telephone
system procurement activity.
Blanket Hardware Contract
The City uses what is referred to as a “blanket contract” to procure computer hardware,
software, and related equipment. Blanket contracts are generally required to be used by
any agency/department City-wide in need of the items or work type covered. The blanket
contract originated with Solicitation Number B50001422, Request for Bids for Computer
Hardware, Software, and Related Equipment. Bids in response to the solicitation were
due on 06/16/2010. The contracts awarded cover the period from 08/11/2010 to
08/11/2013 and authorized purchases up to $5,000,000. On 01/10/2012, the blanket
Page 2 of 31
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contract amount was increased from $5,000,000 by $12,000,000 to authorize purchases
up to a total of $17,000,000. The contract expiration date was not extended.
This solicitation was a bit more complex than some as the solicitation required bidders to
bid specifically on any number of the fourteen enumerated equipment category types.
Examples of Item Types are #1 Desktop Computers, #3 Servers, and #6 Peripherals.
Further, within each category type bidders were required to identify manufacturers they
were offering to supply along with a discount level from manufacturer’s suggested retail
prices (hereinafter “MSRP”) that they were willing, at a minimum, to provide. A key note
within the solicitation states that City agencies will contact the awarded vendors for
specific prices on specific items with the lowest priced vendor being awarded that
specific purchase. 1
The solicitation stated that the contract will be awarded to the three bidders offering the
highest discount off the MSRP for each manufacturer under each item. To clarify further,
below is an example:
Company A bids Item Type 4 (Networking & Infrastructure) from manufacturer X at 35% off
MSRP
Company B bids Item Type 4 (Networking & Infrastructure) from manufacturer X at 37% off
MSRP
Company C bids Item Type 4 (Networking & Infrastructure) from manufacturer X at 45% off
MSRP
Company D bids Item Type 4 (Networking & Infrastructure) from manufacturer X at 45% off
MSRP
Companies B, C, and D, representing the best three bids, will be awarded the ability to provide
equipment from manufacturer X that falls within Item Type 4.

A total of fourteen companies were awarded the opportunity to sell the City equipment
under various item types with many combinations of manufacturers under this blanket
contract. See Exhibit #1. In October 2010 a Purchaser 2 from the Bureau of Purchases
(hereinafter “Purchases”), prepared a spreadsheet for the user agencies that detailed
which item type and manufacturer combinations were awarded to each vendor. The
spreadsheet also included contact information for each vendor and contained a note
stating, “For quickest quote response, email all three vendors simultaneously by clicking
the email links and await the separate quote response from the vendor.” See Exhibit #2.

1 Solicitation Number B50001422, Page 8, SW20 Method of Award, Section B.
2 Purchasers are City Employees who work within the Bureau of Purchases and manage the acquisitions
made by any City entity under contracts within their area of expertise.
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Prior VOIP Efforts
A final piece of necessary background information is that the recent activities undertaken
by MOIT and MTE to update the City’s phone systems were not the first time that the
City government has dealt with VOIP telephones. During 2003, the Housing Authority of
Baltimore City (hereinafter “HABC”) was having problems with telephone service in
their Section 8 Call Center. In 2003, HABC and MTE worked together on transferring the
Section 8 Call Center to a VOIP-based telephone system. Approximately two years later,
HABC issued a Request for Proposal (hereinafter “RFP”) to expand VOIP beyond their
Section 8 Call Center. Digicon won the contract and worked with HABC and MTE to
complete HABC’s migration to a VOIP telephone system. That migration to VOIP also
included the City’s Department of Housing and Community Development (hereinafter
“HCD”). Only a small percentage of telephone lines in HABC and HCD remain on the
City’s existing Centrex telephone system; those lines are primarily used for fax machines,
elevator emergency lines, and building alarms.
Prior to the migration to VOIP, telephone expenses for HABC and HCD were
approximately $1,400,000 per year. The migration began in September 2005 and was
completed in January 2006 and cost approximately $960,000. Since then, HABC/HCD’s
telephone costs have gradually decreased as they have eliminated the bulk of their
Centrex billings, and current annual costs are approximately $660,000 per year. The
result is a savings of approximately $1,900,000 to date. The migration did not require
network upgrades at that time because the HABC/HCD network infrastructure was
upgraded in 2002 with VOIP-compatible equipment. MOIT was not involved in the
HABC/HCD migration to VOIP. 3
Also in 2003, the Enoch Pratt Free Library (hereinafter “EPFL”) began efforts in
conjunction with MTE to implement a VOIP pilot project for several departments in their
central branch, the reference desk call center, and one library branch. They began to
realize cost savings from the pilot and beginning in 2007, EPFL issued an RFP to expand
VOIP and other telephone system improvements throughout their enterprise. EPFL issued
an RFP and selected Presidio Corporation to provide a Nortel based system. To date this
migration is approximately 70% complete. Network upgrades have been required to
implement VOIP; however, these upgrades were already in progress in an effort to bring
high speed internet to all library branches. MTE has been involved in this process
throughout the implementation. MOIT has not been involved in EPFL’s VOIP efforts. 4

3 Information based on multiple interviews/discussions held by OIG personnel, synopsis of VOIP efforts
completed by MTE, and discussion with the CIO of HABC.
4 Information based on multiple interviews/discussions held by OIG personnel, synopsis of VOIP efforts
completed by MTE, and discussion with the CIO of EPFL.

Page 4 of 31
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Recent Telephone Procurement Activities
The series of events that eventually led to the current period of tension over telephone
procurement and authority was initiated in earnest in 2008. The following rendering of
relevant events, communications, procurements, and facts is presented in chronological
order for clarity.
Recognizing the need to update and upgrade the City’s Centrex-based telephone system,
MTE entered into a professional services contract with The Battles Group, LLC,
(hereinafter “Battles Group”) on 01/09/2008. The total fee for the contract was not to
exceed $131,450. The contract outlined the four phases of work that the Battles Group
would provide for the City:
1. Project Plan Development: The objective of this phase is to develop the project
plan for the study.
2. Baseline Development and Requirements Analysis: The purpose of this phase is
to identify the City’s primary requirements for its telecommunications
infrastructure.
3. System Design and Request for Proposal Development: The objectives of this
phase are to prepare a high level system design and to assist the Comptroller’s
Office and MTE in preparing a detailed RFP.
4. Contract Negotiation Support: The objective of this phase is to support the City’s
contract negotiation activities with the selected vendor(s).
In March 2010, MTE, with assistance from the Battles Group, issued Solicitation
B50001834 for the Telecommunications Improvement & Procurement Project
(hereinafter “TIPP”). It is noted that this RFP included a new voicemail system for the
City. Proposals were due on 06/23/2010. On 08/03/2010, the City’s Board of Estimates
(hereinafter “BOE’) was requested to reject all bids received because the Law
Department had determined all three bids to be materially non-responsive because the
submitting entities were not prequalified as required. 5 At that point MTE and the Battles
Group began to review and revise the specifications of their RFP for re-bid at a later date.
Records indicate that MOIT became interested in upgrading the City’s telephones to
VOIP in early February 2011 when the newly acquired CIO, Rico Singleton, held
discussions with a MOIT Network Engineer about VOIP options. Shortly thereafter a
MOIT Wide Area Network Engineer working for MOIT under a TCS contract, had
discussions with the Account Manager for the public sector with Cisco Systems, Inc.
(hereinafter “Cisco”) about providing equipment for a VOIP demo. The Cisco Account
Manager, who was aware of MTE’s pending RFP for VOIP, offered a selection of Cisco
demo equipment. On 02/08/2012 the MOIT Wide Area Network Engineer contacted the
Acting Director of MTE about reconfiguring some telephone network equipment to allow
5 Law Department Memos to the Board of Estimates, dated 07/14/2010 and 07/30/2010.
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Cisco VOIP demo equipment to be installed and functional. In the following email chain,
the Acting Director of MTE replied that MTE has been working on a RFP for a VOIP
telephone system. The reply also stated MTE believes a demo by MOIT would be
counterproductive and that MTE’s goal is to collaborate with MOIT on implementing a
VOIP solution. 6 Prior to this, it appears that CIO Singleton was unaware of MTE’s VOIP
efforts. On 02/09/2011, CIO Singleton was advised of the history of MTE’s VOIP efforts.
While MTE’s RFP for the new telephone system was being refocused, MTE determined
that the City needed to replace its aging Octel voicemail system as soon as possible. In
early 2011, MTE issued Solicitation Number B50001883, Request for Offers to Provide
Octel Voice Mail Replacement, with proposals due on 03/09/2011. This solicitation
marked a deviation from the prior solicitation process that had been for combined
telephone and voicemail services.
On 02/17/2011, the Cisco Account Manager announced concerns to MTE that a separate
RFP for a voicemail system would limit the City’s future VOIP options by requiring
whatever future VOIP system selected to be compatible with the third-party voicemail
solution. 7 MTE’s response indicated that the type of voicemail system being selected
would integrate well with many different telephone systems, including Cisco’s. 8 The
Cisco Account Manager also emailed CIO Singleton with concerns about the separate
RFP for a new voicemail system. CIO Singleton’s response indicated that he was aware
that the new voicemail system will be compatible with VOIP. 9
MTE ultimately selected and contracted with Altura Communication Solutions, LLC for
a new voicemail system, CallXpress 8 manufactured by AVST, Inc., that would be likely
compatible with any new telephone system implemented in the City. The dollar value of
the contract was $70,000. The voicemail component was then removed from the new
telephone system RFP being revised by MTE.
On 03/08/2011, The Cisco Account Manager emailed CIO Singleton stating that MTE is
about to release the second RFP for VOIP. In CIO Singleton’s reply, he requests a memo
that expresses Cisco’s concerns with the City’s approach to VOIP. CIO Singleton also
writes, “It’s very difficult for us to battle this if the primary providers aren’t willing to
publicly express opposition as well.” The Cisco Account Manager replies that he will
work on a white paper for CIO Singleton to review. 10 Also that day, CIO Singleton
emailed the Deputy Mayor overseeing MOIT stating that there are serious flaws with
6 Acting Director of MTE, Electronic Communication, 02/08/2011.
7 Cisco Account Manager, Electronic Communication, 02/17/2011; the Account Manager also posted his
concerns on the Question and Answer Section of the Solicitation on the City’s CitiBuy system.
8 Response to the Account Manager’s concerns posted on CitiBuy.
9 Cisco Account Manager, Electronic Communication, 02/17/2011.
10 Cisco Account Manager, Electronic Communication, 03/08/2011.
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MTE’s pending RFP for a new telephone system and that MTE may be expediting their
RFP release because they became aware that MOIT was looking into VOIP options. Also
in this email, CIO Singleton wrote, “I’ve already had meetings from Cisco, Avaya, and
IBM the big VOIP folks [sic] and they have all expressed disbelief in the City’s
direction.” 11 CIO Singleton then requested that the Deputy Mayor advise him on how to
proceed.
Information received by the OIG indicates that around this time, CIO Singleton began to
advise the Deputy Mayor that MOIT could implement VOIP faster, better, and cheaper
than MTE could. CIO Singleton and the Deputy Mayor developed an understanding that
MOIT would initiate a VOIP pilot to demonstrate a proof of concept. If successful, MOIT
would complete their VOIP proposal which would be compared to MTE’s plan.
On 03/15/2011, the Cisco Account Manager emailed an MOIT Proram Manager who had
recently started working for the City through the staffing contract with Digicon, stating
that he “had offered MOIT a small (20) IP phone Cisco system to do some testing.” 12
13
Also in the email, the Cisco Account Manager asks MOIT Project Manager if he and
CIO Singleton would be interested in this testing.
MTE released their second RFP, Solicitation Number B50001894, Telecommunications
Improvement and Procurement Project on 03/18/2011 with proposals due on 05/25/2011.
Additionally, a pre-bid meeting was held on 03/31/2011. A Digicon Business
Development Manager who attended the pre-bid meeting, emailed his concerns about the
meeting to the MOIT Project Manager who was working under a Digicon contract. The
Digicon Business Development Manager’s concerns were about the lack of MOIT
personnel at the pre-bid meeting, and he felt that many of the questions asked were
inadequately addressed by either MTE or the Battles Group. The MOIT Program
Manager forwarded this email to CIO Singleton. 14
On 03/29/2011, a conference call was held between MOIT staff/contractors, Digicon
representatives, and HABC staff to discuss how VOIP was implemented at HABC. Based
on electronic communication records, the conference call likely included, but was not
limited to, the following: 15
• CIO Singleton, MOIT
• Network Manager, MOIT

11 R. Singleton, Electronic Communication, 03/08/2011.
12 Cisco Account Manager, Electronic Communication, 03/15/2011.
13 The MOIT Program Manager was reflected on Digicon’s invoices as a Subject Matter Expert, however,
all work product and electronic communications received reflect that he was a Program Manager during
the invoiced period.
14 MOIT Program Manager, Electronic Communication, 04/01/2011.
15 HABC CIO, Electronic Communication, 03/28/2011.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Network Engineer, MOIT
Wide Area Network Engineer, TCS Contractor for MOIT
Chief Information Officer, HABC
Network Manager, HABC
Telecommunications Specialist, HABC
Network Engineer, Digicon Contractor for HABC
Digicon Representative
Digicon Account Coordinator for MOIT

Over the next two weeks, MOIT staff/contractors met with Digicon representatives to
receive further information on VOIP options and implementation. Information received
indicates that these meetings also included the MOIT Program Manager, as well as, the
Digicon Business Development Manager and another Digicon Representative.
On 04/04/2011, an email circulates between some MOIT staff and CIO Singleton stating
that they are now working on a MOIT VOIP plan. 16 Around 04/08/2011, MOIT begins
drafting a job description and searching for a VOIP project manager. The completed job
description is sent to Digicon and TCS who are directed to send qualified resumes to
MOIT Program Manager for review. 17
On 04/13/2011, CIO Singleton sends an email blast to members of the Metropolitan
Information Exchange which is a group of chief information officers for large municipal
governments. In this email, CIO Singleton states that Baltimore is preparing a City-wide
VOIP migration and inquires if other cities or counties have done so and if so, what were
their results and savings. 18
On 04/21/2011, MOIT holds a VOIP kickoff meeting. Present at the meeting is CIO
Singleton, the MOIT Program Manager, seven other City staff/contractors, and four
representatives from Cisco. Minutes from this meeting state that CIO Singleton provided
an overview of the expectations and direction of the VOIP project. The minutes indicate
that CIO Singleton explained that the Mayor wants MOIT to deploy VOIP across the
City. The minutes also indicate that CIO Singleton explained that Cisco was the only
vendor invited to the meeting, because MOIT may issue a RFP for VOIP, which would
utilize Cisco equipment. 19 The VOIP kickoff meeting minutes were completed by the
MOIT Program Manager. See Exhibit #3.

16 MOIT Systems Program Manager, Electronic Communication, 04/04/2011.
17 R. Singleton, Electronic Communication, 04/12/2011.
18 R. Singleton, Electronic Communication, 04/13/2011.
19 Cisco was referred to as a vendor in the meeting minutes. It is noted that Cisco is a manufacturer that
does not do business with the City directly but instead partners with different vendors that are registered
to do business with the City.
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On 05/10/2011, MOIT selects a Digicon Contractor as the first VOIP Project Manager.
He is acquired through the Digicon’s staffing contract. The decision to select this VOIP
Project Manager was made by the MOIT Program Manager who was also a Digicon
contractor at the time and was involved in hourly pricing negotiations for the position.
This first VOIP Project Manager starts working at MOIT shortly thereafter where he,
along with other MOIT staff/contractors, work with Cisco representatives to develop a
Bill of Materials (hereinafter “BOM”) detailing what equipment MOIT will need to begin
implementing VOIP. These BOMs are then sent to Digicon for quote preparation. The
OIG obtained a copy of Digicon’s quote, Quote DGCQ-5841-01, for VOIP equipment,
dated 05/23/2011, in the amount of $218,030.33.
On 05/24/2011, the current VOIP Project Manager receives Quote DGCQ5841 from
Digicon for equipment related to the VOIP project. The total cost on this quote was
$251,998.32. 20 This quote was forwarded to other MOIT staff/contractors for review; the
MOIT Program Manager working under a Digicon contract was carbon copied. 21
On 05/25/2011, proposals on MTE’s TIPP project were due. Two proposals were
received; one from International Business Machines Corporation (hereinafter “IBM”) and
the other from a joint venture between ShoreTel, Inc. and TelephonoNET Corporation.
Information received by the OIG indicates that Verizon had partnered with Cisco and
prepared a bid for submission; however, the bid was never submitted due to
prequalification issues. 22 A five-person evaluation team was formed to evaluate the two
bids. The team consisted of information technology or communications personnel from
the HABC, the EPFL, MOIT, the Baltimore Police Department, and MTE.
On 05/26/2011, the VOIP Project Manager sends an email to a Digicon representative
requesting that some items be added to the VOIP equipment quote. 23
On 06/06/2011, a Digicon representative emailed the VOIP Project Manager inquiring
about having a conference call to discuss what Digicon can expect in the pipeline from
MOIT. The VOIP Project Manager responded that he is available for the conference
call. 24
Also on 06/06/2011, CIO Singleton receives an email from a staff member of the City
Council President’s Office. This email states that City Council President Bernard “Jack”
20 It is noted that the dollar amount of this invoice is different from the $218,030.33 that the City paid. At
that time, the quotes were going back and forth between Digicon and MOIT staff/contractors as the
quotes were being refined. On multiple occasions, the quote had the same date and quote number listed,
but the breakdown of parts differed, which resulted in different total pricing.
21 VOIP Project Manager/Digicon Contractor, Electronic Communication, 05/24/2011.
22 Cisco Account Manager, Electronic Communication, 05/27/2011.
23 VOIP Project Manager/Digicon Contractor, Electronic Communication, 05/26/2011.
24 VOIP Project Manager/Digicon Contractor, Electronic Communication, 06/06/2011.
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Young had met with a Senior Account Manager and a Sales Manager from Verizon who
informed Council President Young that MOIT was working on a phone pilot project
separate from the MTE’s TIPP project. The staff member stated that Council President
Young was interested in hearing about potential cost savings from MOIT’s pilot project.
CIO Singleton then emailed the Deputy Mayor to inquire how he should respond to the
email. The Deputy Mayor then advises CIO Singleton to inform the City Council
President that MOIT is closely watching the phone project being implemented by MTE,
but it does not have a pilot project underway and has no cost savings information. In one
of the following emails to the Deputy Mayor, CIO Singleton writes, “Meanwhile we have
4 VOIP phone [sic] working in MOIT.” Equipment ordered for all of MOIT phase 1, new
networking core to support whole city and we will be operational in 60 days ready to
begin turning up other agencies. We should be done with half the city before they get
around to awarding a bid.” 25 CIO Singleton’s response to the City Council President’s
Office was sent on 07/05/2011 and stated that a pilot project is not underway and that
there is no cost savings analysis. 26
On 06/08/2011, MOIT staff/contractors are working on counting the number of Cisco
network switches to order for the City’s downtown campus area. The VOIP Project
Manager sends a preliminary quote request for network switches to a Digicon
representative. 27 The quote for Cisco network switches was received by MOIT
staff/contractors as early as 06/10/2011, which is the date listed on Digicon Quote
DGCQ5874 for $441,450. 28
On approximately 06/24/2011, the first VOIP Project Manager resigns and the MOIT
Program Manager begins searching for a replacement VOIP project manager.
On 07/06/2011, a MOIT Network Manager emails a bullet list of her concerns with the
MOIT’s VOIP project scope document to the MOIT Program Manager, who is at that
time a Digicon contractor, who responds that he will set up a meeting with her and a
MOIT Network Engineer to discuss the matter further. 29
On 07/29/2011, a Procurement Supervisor in Purchases writes a note on the CitiBuy
purchase order for Digicon Quote DGCQ-5841-01 for VOIP equipment totaling
$218,030.33, stating that the purchase order needs to have two more quotes attached.
Later that day a Purchaser emailed the MOIT Network Engineer stating that he needs the
other quotes that MOIT obtained to demonstrate that Digicon’s price was the lowest
before the transaction can be approved. The Network Engineer replies, “I don’t believe
25 Deputy Mayor, Electronic Communication, 06/06/2011.
26 R. Singleton, Electronic Communication, 07/05/2011.
27 VOIP Project Manager/Digicon Contractor, Electronic Communication, 06/08/2011.
28 MOIT Network Engineer, Electronic Communication, 06/10/2011.
29 MOIT Program Manager, Electronic Communication, 07/06/2011.
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we requested any quotes. You should be able to use the part numbers and quantities on
Digicon’s to obtain any additional quotes that may be necessary though.” 30
On 08/02/2011 at 6:39pm, the Purchaser sends an email to En-Net Services and Daly
Computers with a list of the part numbers and quantities from Digicon’s quote and
requests a quote for the equipment by the close of business on 08/03/2011.
On 08/04/2011 at 12:22pm, a Daly Computers Sales Manager sends an email to the
Purchaser with a quote for the “Switches, Access, and Distribution” portion of the quote
request (Daly Computers Quote #SQ0129653). In his email, the Daly Computers Sales
Manager cites a 2:00pm deadline and states, “Given more time, I am confident that we
could get the remainder of the quotation processed for you (1-2 days).” 31 32 This partial
quote is not attached to the purchase order in the CitiBuy system.
Also on 08/04/2011, the City Purchaser responds to the note of 07/29/2011 in CitiBuy by
writing:
“Additional quotes were requested but not received. Since Digicon is a gold
partner with Cisco, the other Cisco awarded vendors are not authorized to
provide some of the equipment items listed. This PO release is part of a huge
VOIP (Voice Over Internet Protocol) project that is time sensitive.” 33 See
Exhibit #4.
On 08/01/2011, the MOIT Program Manager who was working under a Digicon contract
becomes a City employee and becomes the Chief of Staff /Program Director. On
approximately 08/17/2011, MOIT personnel select a replacement VOIP Project Manager
who is secured through the staffing contract with TCS.
08/22/2011 is the date of Digicon’s invoice #7614-053-001 for Cisco network switches
totaling $441,450 that was quoted on 06/10/2011.
08/24/2011 is the date of Digicon’s quote #DGCQ6027-01 for 50 Cisco Catalyst Network
Modules totaling $14,062.50. Supporting documentation completed by MOIT personnel
indicates that these network modules are required to support the new network switches
and were not included in the invoice for network switches due to a configuration error.

30 MOIT Network Engineer, Electronic Communication, 07/29/2011.
31 The OIG believes that additional communication occurred between the Purchaser and the Daly
Computers Sales Manager in which the quote deadline was extended from the close of business on
08/03/2011 to 2:00pm on 08/04/2011.
32 Daly Computers Sales Manager, Electronic Communication, 08/04/2011.
33 CitiBuy Release Purchase Order P514950:54 Notes.
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On 09/27/2011, former MOIT Projram Manager contractor, now an employee acting as
Chief of Staff, emails CIO Singleton stating they expect to have Phase 1 of the VOIP
implementation completed by the coming weekend. He further states that Phase 1
includes MOIT’s offices in the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th floors of the MECU building at 401 East
Fayette Street. 34 Information received by the OIG indicates that a few VOIP phones were
also installed in City Hall at this point. Records indicate that on 09/27/2011 an electronic
funds transfer for $441,450 is sent from the City to Digicon as payment for the Cisco
network switches under invoice #7614-053-001. Phase 1 of MOIT’s VOIP
implementation is completed on 09/30/2011.
Digicon issues invoice #7614-054-001 on 10/06/2011 for VOIP hardware in the amount
of $218,030.33.
On 10/12/2011, CIO Singleton sends an email to all MOIT personnel, with an attached
memo about VOIP and the new phones placed on desks throughout MOIT. The memo
outlines the advantages of VOIP and provides MOIT personnel with brief instructions on
using their new phones. The memo also advises MOIT personnel that their old phones
need to remain plugged in and working because the VOIP phones are not completely
integrated with the old telephone system. The lack of integration results in the old
telephone ringing when being called from City employees who are on the old Centrex
system. 35
On approximately 10/18/2011, MOIT staff/contractors are researching the costs of the
City’s current Centrex-based telephone system operated by MTE. MOIT is also working
with a CitiStat Analyst on developing financial assumptions and estimates for MOIT’s
VOIP plan. On 10/25/2011, CitiStat issues a memo to members of the City’s senior
administration in favor of MOIT’s plan to implement VOIP throughout City government.
On 11/01/2011, the City’s BOE received the results of the technical evaluations of TIPP
proposals. The TIPP evaluation team ultimately found that only IBM was qualified
because the joint venture between Shoretel, Inc. and TelephonoNET Corporation did not
meet the minimum technical score required. The City was then able to enter into
performance and pricing negotiations with IBM.
On 11/17/2011, records indicate that electronic funds transfers of $218,030.33 and
$14,062.50 are sent from the City to Digicon as payment for the Cisco VOIP equipment
under invoice #7614-054-001 and for the Cisco network modules under quote
#DGCQ6027-01, respectively.

34 MOIT Chief of Staff/Former Program Manager, Electronic Communication, 09/27/2011.
35 R. Singleton, Electronic Communication, 10/12/2011.
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On 11/28/2011, CIO Singleton sends a letter to City Comptroller Joan Pratt. The letter
states that MOIT has not been involved in the MTE TIPP procurement but has been
following the progress closely. The letter also states that MOIT has evaluated MTE’s
proposed solution and has some concerns about the proposal, costs, scope, and schedule.
The letter ends by requesting a meeting to discuss these concerns.
On 11/30/2011, MTE requests Purchases to set up Best and Final Offer (hereinafter
“BAFO”) negotiations with IBM for the TIPP procurement. 36 Also on 11/30/2011, a
meeting is held that includes MTE staff, the Comptroller, Deputy Comptroller, CIO
Singleton, the Deputy Mayor, and the Deputy Director of Operations. In this meeting,
CIO Singleton presents MOIT’s concerns with MTE’s TIPP procurement. Documents
indicate that a second meeting is scheduled for 12/14/2011. MOIT’s concerns are then
sent by MTE to the Battles Group to be addressed.
On 12/06/2011, MTE inquires with Purchases to see if IBM has responded to a meeting
request for the BAFO negotiations. The City’s Chief Purchasing Agent responds that they
have not yet contacted IBM because it may be premature to enter into BAFO negotiations
before the second meeting between MOIT and the Comptroller’s Office. 37
On 12/09/2011, MOIT personnel are working on financial and performance comparisons
between MOIT’s and MTE’s VOIP plans. Also on 12/09/2011, MTE contacts Purchases
to inform them that the Comptroller would like BAFO negotiations with IBM to proceed
and requests that a meeting with IBM be arranged. This email is then forwarded to City’s
Finance Director who emails the Deputy Mayor stating that it looks like MTE is rejecting
MOIT’s concerns about the TIPP procurement. 38
On 12/14/2011, there is a second meeting with staff from the Comptroller’s Office, the
Battles Group, CIO Singleton, a Deputy Mayor, the VOIP Project Manager, and the City
Finance Director. In this meeting, CIO Singleton presents MOIT’s VOIP plan and
compares costs between their plan and MTE’s. The proposal documents do not indicate
that MOIT has already purchased and installed VOIP equipment. However, information
received by the OIG indicates that MTE became aware of some of the actions taken by
MOIT either in this meeting or within the surrounding timeframe. Other than the initial
VOIP pilot emails requesting a reconfiguration to allow for Cisco demo equipment in
February 2011, it appears the MTE was unaware of MOIT’s VOIP activities up until this
point.

36 Acting Director of MTE, Electronic Communication, 11/30/2011.
37 Chief Purchasing Agent, Electronic Communication, 12/06/2011.
38 Deputy Mayor, Electronic Communication, 12/09/2011.
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On 12/29/2011, the Battles Group emails CIO Singleton with their responses to MOIT’s
concerns that were presented at the original meeting. 39 The Battles Group is also
reviewing MOIT’s VOIP proposal at this time.
Between 02/09/2012 and 02/13/2012, MOIT staff/contractors are installing additional
VOIP phones, including video phones, into selected offices within City Hall.
On 02/28/2012, an audit report is released by the New York State Office of the State
Comptroller that includes multiple allegations and findings involving CIO Singleton’s
tenure with the New York State Office for Technology. On that day, CIO Singleton’s
resignation was sought and obtained by the Deputy Mayor.
On 02/29/2012, MTE requests information from MOIT about the quantities, locations,
and users of telephone equipment that had been purchased by MOIT. The MOIT Chief of
Staff responds that MOIT has placed a few Cisco phones out for testing purposes to
ensure their capability to support VOIP. 40 MTE repeats their information request on
03/09/2012. The MOIT Chief of Staff responds that he is awaiting further direction from
the Deputy Mayor before providing this information to MTE. 41 Based on information
received by the OIG, it appears that the requested information was never supplied to the
MTE.
On 03/12/2012, MOIT senior staff is continuing to work on documentation that solidifies
the details of their plan and compares it to MTE’s TIPP plan. MOIT staff is also
preparing a presentation and supporting documentation for presentation to the senior
administration in favor of the plan for MOIT implementation of VOIP City-wide.
On 03/15/2012, Mr. Singleton sends an email to a vendor looking to do business with the
City to offer his assistance in procuring City business as a subcontractor. The vendor
forwards this memo to MOIT personnel alerting them of the offer. Shortly thereafter, the
OIG and Law Department are notified of this email offer by Mr. Singleton. On
03/26/2012, the City Solicitor takes actions to stop a violation by Mr. Singleton of postemployment restrictions contained in the City’s Ethics code.
On 03/19/2012, the second VOIP Project Manager announces his resignation effective
03/30/2012. MOIT has not sourced a replacement VOIP project manager since.
On approximately 03/20/2012, MTE informs the Department of Human Resources that
MTE would like to install VOIP telephones in their offices in about 90 days.

39 The Battles Group, Electronic Communication, 12/29/2011.
40 Acting Director of MTE, Electronic Communication, 02/29/2012.
41 MOIT Chief of Staff/Former Program Manager, Electronic Communication, 03/12/2012.
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On 03/27/2012, the MOIT Chief of Staff emails Comptroller Pratt and the Deputy
Comptroller stating that MOIT would like to install Cisco VOIP phones in their offices
and MOIT will need network layout information to ensure that the phones can be
installed and work correctly. 42
On 03/29/2012, VOIP Project Manager Hoffman sends an email to CIO Thomas of
HABC inquiring as to the cost savings they have benefitted from by implementing
VOIP. 43
In May 2012, the City finalized its negotiations with IBM for the TIPP procurement.
Between May and early June 2012, MTE, along with the Battles Group, is working on
briefings and presentations to the Mayor’s Office and City Council President on the
benefits of their TIPP program.
On 06/13/2012, the TIPP contract was submitted to the City’s BOE for award. The
decision to award was deferred until 07/11/2012. On 07/06/2012, TelephonoNET
Corporation submitted a protest against the pending decision to award the TIPP contract
to IBM. On 07/11/2012, the TIPP contract award was voted down by the City’s BOE.

INVESTIGATION
Document/Report Examination
In the course of the investigation, the OIG obtained and reviewed the following
documents and/or reports:
•
•
•

•

•

Synopsis of VOIP Conversions within then EPFL and HABC
Solicitation Number: BP-05136 Request for Bids to Provide City-Wide Network
and Systems Support
Solicitation Number: BP-06162 Request for Proposals to Provide City-Wide
Network and System Support
o BP-06162 Proposal Response from TCS
o BP-06162 Proposal Response from Digicon
Solicitation Number: B50001422 Request for Bids for Computer Hardware,
Software, and Related Equipment
o Bid Price Sheets Submitted by Offerors
o BOE Award Request Letter Dated 08/04/2010
o BOE Award Increase Request Letter Dated 01/10/2012
o Spreadsheet of Awarded Vendors by Item and Manufacturer
Solicitation Number: B500001883 Request for Offers to Provide Octel Voice
Mail Replacement

42 MOIT Chief of Staff/Former Program Manager, Electronic Communication, 03/27/2012.
43 VOIP Project Manager/TCS Contractor, Electronic Communication, 03/29/2012.
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o BOE Award Request Letter Dated 03/15/2011
•

Agreement by and between the Mayor and City Council of Baltimore and the
Battles Group, LLC
o BOE Award Request Dated 01/09/2008
o BOE Extension Request Dated 04/15/2009
o Invoices Received from the Battles Group
o TIPP Baseline Assessment and Requirements Analysis Completed by the
Battles Group – November 2008

•

BOE Letter Requesting Rejection of all Bids for Solicitation Number B50001384
Request for Telecommunications Improvement & Procurement Project
o Law Department Memo to the BOE – 07/14/2010
o Law Department Memo to the BOE – 07/30/2010

•

Solicitation Number B50001894 Request for Proposals for Telecommunications
Improvement and Procurement Project
o Bureau of Purchases Bid Tabulation Sheet – 05/25/2011
o B50001894 Proposal Response from IBM
o B50001894 Proposal Response from a joint venture between ShoreTel,
Inc., and TelephonoNET Corporation
o TIPP Proposal Technical Evaluation Documents
o BOE Letter Requesting Acceptance of Technical Proposal from IBM 11/01/2011
o Performance and Pricing Negotiations between City and IBM
o Total Cost of Ownership Comparisons by MTE – 06/12/2012
o BOE Award Letter Request – 06/05/2012
o Protest Letter Received from TelephonoNET Corporation


•

The Battles Group Review of Protest Letter from TelephonoNET
Corporation

MOIT Work Product
o MOIT Staff and Contractor’s Weekly Status Reports
o MOIT VOIP Kickoff Meeting Minutes
o MOIT VOIP Project Charter
o MOIT VOIP Project Scope Statement
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o MOIT VOIP Future Rollout Step Procedures
o MOIT VOIP Phase 1 Project Roles and Responsibilities
o MOIT VOIP Risk Issues
o MOIT VOIP Issues
o MOIT City VOIP Implementation Report – 10/07/2011
o MOIT’s Concerns with TIPP procurement – 11/30/2011
o MOIT VOIP Proposals and Financial Analysis
o MOIT VOIP Mayor’s Briefing Items
o MOIT City VOIP Implementation Project Status – 03/31/2012
o MOIT VOIP Migration Process Phase II
•

MTE’s Response to MOIT’s Concerns with TIPP Procurement – 12/29/2011

•

MTE’s concerns with MOIT VOIP Proposal

•

Selected Quotes, Purchase Orders, Invoices, and Internal MOIT Approvals to and
from Authorized Vendors made under Blanket Purchase Orders originating from
B50001422 Request for Bids for Computer Hardware, Software, and Related
Equipment

•

Selected Invoices from Digicon made under staffing contract BP-06162 Request
for Proposals to Provide City-Wide Network and System Support

•

Selected Invoices from TCS made under staffing contract, BP-05136 Request for
Bids to Provide City-Wide Network and Systems Support

•

VOIP Memo from CitiStat to Senior Administration – 10/25/2011

•

Letter from CIO Singleton to City Comptroller Pratt – 11/28/2011

•

Various Email Correspondence

INTERVIEWS
Throughout the course of this investigation, OIG staff have held numerous discussions
and conducted multiple interviews with a number of individuals inside and outside of the
MOIT. The details of the interviews have been omitted in accordance with standard OIG
reporting practices.

ANALYSIS, FINDINGS, GAPS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
ANALYSIS
The OIG does not aim to weigh in on the proprietary advantages and disadvantages of
either MTE’s or MOIT’s VOIP implementation plans. As noted in the introduction, we
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also do not contest the position of the Department of Law concerning the ability of MOIT
to make purchases or engage in VOIP-related procurement. The decisions concerning
which department, office, or entity carries out an initiative is one that is properly left to
those elected and appointed individuals charged with that responsibility. We recognize
that both MTE’s and MOIT’s VOIP plans have merit and that a well-conceived move to
VOIP technology on a broader scale promises significant savings for the City.
Our review has considered whether or not the methods, manner, and cost of the
procurement actions taken during this effort were conducted legitimately according to
City laws, regulation, and policy.
Infrastructure Assessments
During our review of material related to the VOIP acquisition, concerns developed over
certain statements and positions taken during MOITs VOIP efforts. It was noted that in
MOIT’s assessment of MTE’s VOIP plan, one of MOIT’s written concerns was that:
The IBM proposal provides no cost or estimates associated with the
level of effort necessary to complete a comprehensive network
assessment with accompanying recommendations for the
implementation of the VOIP solution. It is estimated that any
proposed survey/assessment would require approximately six
months to complete and will cost Baltimore City $500,000 or
more. 44
While the OIG does not contest the statement or assess the validity of the figure, we did
note that MOIT had already contracted with Technology Partners International, Inc., as a
subcontractor to Digicon, to conduct an assessment of the City’s network infrastructure
with a total cost of $415,000. The OIG has also noted that in the Battles Group’s response
to MOIT’s concern’s, it stated that IBM’s TIPP proposal included a VOIP readiness
assessment for nine sites covered within the RFP and that this assessment was quoted at
$47,000. 45
While the project is not yet complete, the subject matter appears to include assessments
of the nature that would be beneficial to any eventual VOIP installation. The OIG was
unable to locate any reference of the $415,000 expenditure within the MOIT cost
assessment material. We recognize that any significant assessment may well deal with
components that do not impact a potential VOIP project; however, we believe that, at

44 Acting Director of MTE, Electronic Communication, 11/30/2011 – MOIT’s concerns were presented to
MTE in paper format. This was scanned in and emailed by the Acting Director of MTE.
45 The Battles Group, Electronic Communication, 12/29/2011. In a follow-up conversation, the Battles
Group stated that the $47,000 was a base price for the assessment and subject to increase based on the
assessments needed for each location. The Battles Group also stated that these costs were all included
within IBM’s pricing proposal.
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least in part, the effort would likely add significant value to the VOIP effort. As such, the
OIG believes the cost of the MOIT assessment via Technology Partners International,
Inc., and Digicon should, to some degree, off-set any potential expenditure for similar
studies or assessments engaged in for VOIP deployment.
MOIT and MTE Cost Assessments
The OIG has noted an additional key difference between the VOIP solutions offered by
MTE and MOIT that bears consideration as VOIP efforts continue. The MTE’s plan and
effort engages the traditional competitive bidding process that is structured to retain a
vendor, seemingly IBM, while MOIT’s plan was to implement VOIP in-house utilizing
MOIT staff and contractors.
While both options have merit, our review did not locate any significant effort to evaluate
the costs of the contractor element by MOIT. On its surface, MOIT’s in-house plan may
offer significant savings; however, any cost overruns would have to be absorbed by the
City. Under
the MTE plan and working contract documents, the prospective vendor would be
accountable for absorbing the cost of many potential overrun issues. As the nature and
extent of cost overruns are not often foreseeable, any finite cost analysis is a matter that
involves a significant element of informed judgment that is best left to those charged with
making such assessments.
Hardware Purchases
The OIG has analyzed MOIT’s two large purchases of equipment made during the period
of their VOIP efforts which included a substantial number of network switches and found
that these were not made in full accordance with the City’s blanket contract for computer
hardware, software, and related equipment.
As noted previously, the blanket hardware and software contract requires that quotes be
sought from multiple vendors approved to sell the particular item type and/or
manufacturer. Further, the responsibility for engaging the vendors approved to provide
the equipment is that of the procuring agency, which in this case is MOIT. Therefore, for
the two purchases in question, MOIT staff should have contacted Digicon, En-Net
Services, and Daly Computers, as each was awarded the ability to sell network and
infrastructure equipment made by Cisco.
The OIG had found documentation that the process of requesting quotes was fairly
common under the contract. While not a regimented process, the most common approach
is to email quote requests for specific equipment to all approved vendors with a
timeframe for a response. After expiration of the timeframe provided, the responses could
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be uploaded into CitiBuy for review and processing by Purchases. 46
Initial VOIP Switch Purchase - $218,030.33
With regard to the purchase of VOIP equipment costing $218,030.33, a Procurement
Supervisor in Purchases noted that MOIT had only uploaded one quote from Digicon and
that two additional quotes were needed. The Purchaser then contacted the MOIT Network
Engineer to request the additional quotes that MOIT had received. The Network Engineer
indicated that he was unaware of additional quotes being requested and stated that the
Purchaser can request quotes if needed. It appears that the Purchaser then copied and
pasted the part numbers, descriptions, and quantities from the Digicon quote into an
email that he sent to En-Net Services and Daly Computers to request quotes. The OIG
notes that the Purchaser’s email was sent after usual business hours and requested quotes
by the close of business on the next day. It appears that the Purchaser may have extended
the quote response time until 2:00pm on the following day for Daly Computers which
allowed them to submit a partial quote. There are no records from En-Services indicating
that they responded to this quote request and it is unknown if the Purchaser extended
their quote response time as well.
It also appears that the Purchaser wrote the note in the CitiBuy system after receiving the
partial quote from Daly Computers and no response from En-Net Services. Based on
documentation received and interviews conducted, the OIG believes that the information
in the Purchaser’s note came from a combination of his actions and prior knowledge and
information received from MOIT personnel. After the note was entered, the transaction
process was completed.
The OIG believes that the Purchaser’s actions in requesting the quotes from En-Net
Services and Daly Computers were an appropriate course-of-action at that point in time,
however, providing the vendors with a significantly abbreviated timeframe hampered the
vendors ability to prepare such a large and complex quote. This resulted in the receipt of
only one partial quote to compare against Digicon’s quote that was developed in
conjunction with MOIT personnel over multiple weeks.
The OIG did compare prices between the line items quoted by Daly Computers to those
quoted by Digicon. The OIG notes that Digicon’s prices were lower than Daly
Computer’s on all items quoted by Daly Computers.
Network Switches and Modules Purchases - $441,450 and $14,062.50, Respectively
With regard to MOIT’s purchase of network switches and network modules costing

46 No specific timeframe has been dictated by contract documents. However, discussions with personnel
at BOP and MOIT indicated that 48 hours was generally provided for the vendors to respond to quote
requests.
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$441,450 and $14,062.50, respectively, the transactions were approved and processed by
Purchases without any evidence of efforts to ensure that MOIT had properly requested
quotes from En-Net Services and Daly Computers.
The purchases of network switches and modules were processed through the CitiBuy
system without documented notes from the Purchaser about the lack of additional quotes.
However, the OIG notes that the responsibility for ensuring that multiple quotes are
requested does not fall solely on the Purchaser. The blanket contract states that the user
agencies will contact the vendors for quotes. While the Purchaser is in a position to hold
the user agency to their responsibilities by not approving and processing purchases until
evidence of quote requests is provided. The OIG has noted that purchases of these dollar
amounts are further reviewed and approved by the Purchaser’s supervisors. It was also
observed that there was no indication that Purchases engaged in any verification efforts to
ensure that quotes were received by vendors.
The OIG believes that based on documentation and evidence obtained, no quotes for the
network switches or network modules were requested from vendors other than Digicon.
Further, had quotes been requested from En-Net Services and Daly Computers, they
would have been responded to in a competitive manner. Accordingly, the City is now
unable to produce documentation to support a legitimate cost comparison ensuring that
the City received the best possible pricing. The OIG believes that the City has missed
significant cost savings opportunities by not taking full advantage of the benefits of the
blanket contract. 47
Purchase Rationale
During the course of this inquiry, the OIG was informed by multiple personnel that
MOIT’s purchase of VOIP equipment for $218,030.33 was not entirely VOIP related and
that only approximately $60,000 of equipment was specific to VOIP. While the OIG
recognizes that a selection of the equipment included in the $218,030.33 purchase has
uses outside of VOIP, the OIG does not concur with this breakdown, and asserts that the
entire purchase was VOIP related. This is supported by the involvement of MOIT’s first
VOIP Project Manager in the purchase. This is also supported by the note entered into
CitiBuy attributing the purchase to MOIT’s VOIP project. And it is also supported by
Digicon’s quote and invoice documents that segment the equipment being purchased into
the following categories:

47 This is further supported by the En-Net Sales Manager’s statements during his interview. During
inquiries about if En-Net Services carried one of the Cisco network switches and the pricing of said
switches, he stated, “List price is $4,200. There are 166 in stock today…So I would have taken that
$4,200 and were at 37 (%) off, so that would have been $2,646 unless there was some additional
discounts available and for quantity again, I would have gone to the manufacturer and requested special
pricing…It’s all over the map depending on the manufacturer but it could be anywhere from say 10% to
25%. En-Net Sales Manager’s Interview at 17:25.
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•
•
•
•
•

“SWITCHES, ACCESS & DISTRIBUTION:”
“CUWL LICS”
“MECU CALL MANAGER SERVER”
“MUNI CM SERVER”
“PHONES”

By delineating the equipment purchased between switches, call managers in two different
buildings, phones, and licenses related to Cisco’s unified communications offerings, the
OIG is confident that all items included in the $218,030.33 purchase were VOIP related.
Also during the course of this inquiry, the OIG was repeatedly informed that the purchase
of network switches would have been made anyway because the switches were due for
upgrade. The OIG concurs that the switches purchased are viable selections and that all
indicators are that upgrades were reasonable. Further, a query of vendors that was not
part of the purchases made indicates that while the switches do support VOIP, they are
commonly used in the environments where VOIP is not present. Therefore, it is not
believed that the switches purchased would have been any different had the VOIP project
not been underway.
The OIG does not concur with the notion that the purchases of network switches would
have happened at that time, regardless of the VOIP project. This notion has been
perpetuated with statements such as the following made by former Digicon contractor
turned MOIT Chief of Staff who stated “Say there was no VOIP, these switches still had
to go in because the problems; they’re old, we’re talking about 15-year-old switches.” 48
There is ample evidence to indicate the most significant factor behind the purchase of the
switches was the VOIP initiative being carried forward by MOIT. One key example is
“Request to Purchase” documentation prepared by the MOIT Network Engineer that was
approved by CIO Singleton. The purchase description states, “Switches to support
downtown campus VOIP deployment.” 49 Another supporting example is CIO’s “SignOff Form” that was prepared by the MOIT Network Engineer. In the summary for the
network switches it states that, “The attached proposal will provide PoE / VOIP switch
infrastructure for buildings in the downtown Baltimore Campus.” 50 Also on the
summary, it states, “NOTE - This quote is ONLY for switches. There will be other items
required to fully deploy VOIP to the downtown campus.” 51 This last note was written by
the MOIT Network Engineer, but also reviewed by MOIT’s first VOIP Project Manager
prior to submission to CIO Singleton. 52

48 MOIT Chief of Staff/Former Program Manager Interview at 41:50.
49 MOIT Request to Purchase – 06/10/2011, Attached to purchase documents for Quote DGCQ5874.
50 CIO’s Sign-Off Form – 06/13/2011, Attached to purchase documents for Quote DGCQ5874.
51 CIO’s Sign-Off Form – 06/13/2011, Attached to purchase documents for Quote DGCQ5874.
52 VOIP Project Manager/Digicon Contractor, Electronic Communication, 06/13/2011.
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The OIG also considers that the purchase of the network modules went hand-in-hand
with the purchase of network switches. This is supported by a CIO sign-off form
prepared by a MOIT Network Manager which includes under the statement, “Additional
Components for VOIP Switches,” an explanation of the network modules being
purchased: “Item #1 is a new Cisco component that is required on the new 3560 model
switches to support fiber uplink interfaces. This was not included in the original switch
configuration due to a configuration tool error by the Cisco partner vendor.” 53
The OIG also believes that if MOIT were looking to upgrade its network infrastructure
for a number of reasons, it would have tasked one of MOIT’s network managers to
oversee the selection and process. Instead the selection and quoting of network switches
was largely led by the first VOIP Project Manager, a contractor whose sole task for the
City was to implement a VOIP pilot project.
Contractors
Recognizing that several of the key personnel in MOIT’s VOIP effort were both
contractors secured through Digicon under the Personal Services contract and also may
have played a role in the subsequent procurement actions that financially benefitted
Digicon, the OIG believes that MOIT failed to take reasonable and appropriate measures
to ensure that contractors did not engage in activity that either created conflicts of interest
or the appearance thereof.
For instance, the OIG noted that during the period when the MOIT Program Manager
was working under a Digicon contractor, 02/01/2011 through 07/31/2011, he selected the
first VOIP Project Manager through Digicon’s Personal Services contract on or about
05/10/2011. 54 The OIG does not believe that a Digicon contractor should be permitted to
engage in discussions and/or make decisions that have a direct financial impact on the
company that has engaged them as a contractor, in this case Digicon.
The MOIT Program Manager was also involved in MOIT’s purchases from Digicon
during his tenure as a Digicon contractor. Documentation indicates that he requested and
received VOIP-related quotes directly from Digicon on or about the following dates:
06/07/2011 and 06/13/2011. Additionally, he was provided numerous quotes from
Digicon for review by email forwarding and carbon copies from MOIT personnel.
Further exacerbating the conflict of interest concerns are his affirmative efforts to
dissuade the first VOIP Project Manager from seeking quotes from additional vendors
under the City’s blanket contract provisions detailed above. 55 The OIG notes that the
former Program Manager who became the MOIT Chief of Staff acknowledged freely

53 CIO’s Sign-Off Form – 08/17/2011, Attached to purchase documents for Quote DGCQ6027-01.
54 MOIT Chief of Staff/Former Program Manager, Electronic Communication, 05/10/2011.
55 This is supported by interview with MOIT’s first VOIP Project Manager.
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during his interview that he was aware of the provisions for multiple quotations. 56
The OIG also noted that while serving as a Digicon contractor, the MOIT Program
Manager was required to prepare weekly status reports for CIO Singleton that
documented tasks completed in the past week and tasks outlined for the next week. A
review of these weekly status reports show that he was heavily involved throughout
MOIT’s VOIP activities. One example is a status report for the week ending 05/28/2011
in which his accomplishments include completing VOIP infrastructure for enterprise
service configuration, completing VOIP draft of project charter, completing VOIP draft
of project scope, and submitting VOIP quotes for phases one and two. 57 This supports
the significant evidence received by the OIG that directly conflicts with the statements
made by the former Digicon contractor who became the MOIT Chief of Staff during his
interview. 58
The OIG recognizes that many MOIT staff and contractors were acting under the
direction of CIO Singleton who was the one that ultimately signed off on MOIT’s
purchases and contractor decisions. However, the MOIT Program Manager had
significant management and decision-making authority while acting as a contractor.
Further, many of CIO Singleton’s approvals were based off of the recommendations and
decisions of this individual. The OIG is deeply concerned with the level of apparent
authority and autonomy that were clearly vested to the MOIT Program Manager to
commit City resources and do so in a way that financially benefited Digicon during the
period between 02/01/2011 and 07/31/2011 when he was an actual subcontractor for
them.
It is also relevant that the general conditions of the staffing contract with Digicon include
a condition covering conflicts of interest. A relevant excerpt from this condition follows:
Offeror agrees to refrain from entering into all such practices of
contracts during the term of this instant contract (and any extensions
thereto), including any agreements and/or practices that could give
rise to even the appearance of a conflict of interest. Furthermore, the
Offeror asserts that it has fully disclosed to the City any and all
practices and/or contracts of whatever nature or duration that could
give rise to even the appearance of a conflict of interest with the
parties or subject matter of the instant agreement and will continue

56 MOIT Chief of Staff/Former Program Manager Interview at 01:05:30
57 MOIT Chief of Staff/Former Program Manager: Program Management Status Report, Week Ending
05/28/2011
58 This is based on electronic communications involving the MOIT Chief of Staff/Former Program
Manager and the weekly status reports he prepared for CIO Singleton, which show that he was heavily
involved throughout MOIT’s VOIP activities.
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to do so during the term of this contract and any extensions
thereto. 59
It is apparent that either the conflict issues were not recognized or that they were
dismissed. The OIG has noted that the solicitation does not place limitations on the tasks
and or responsibilities that may be assigned to contractors. However, we are gravely
concerned with an interpretation of this provision that permits the level of control and
involvement in financial negotiations in the instant matter.
CitiBuy Approval Process
The OIG recognizes that clarification may be necessary about the process by which the
two hardware purchases were approved in the CitiBuy system. The CitiBuy system
requires approval from personnel from both the user agency and the Bureau of Purchases.
Selected City employees are provided personal log-ins with different levels of assigned
approval permissions. The Bureau of Purchases actively ensures that only City employees
can be given CitiBuy assigned permissions to approve purchases. The Bureau of
Purchases has provided flow charts of the City employee reviews and approvals for both
of the procurements examined. See Exhibit #5.
For the two purchases reviewed, the OIG notes that all parties that approved the
procurements within CitiBuy were City employees. However, these reviews and
approvals within CitiBuy reflect the administrative aspect of the procurement approval
process. Only one person on the attached flow charts is/was a MOIT senior employee
who would possibly have the operational knowledge behind the purchases. This person
was MOIT’s Systems Program Manager prior to his retirement. However, during the time
of these procurements, the Systems Program Manager was the assigned reviewer for all
information technology purchases for multiple City agencies. In this case, the OIG is
troubled by the involvement of contractors on the operational aspect of the procurements.
59 Solicitation BP-06162 Request for Proposals for City-Wide Network and System Support. General
Conditions, Page 38: GC7. CONFLICT OF INTEREST. By executing this contract, the Offeror asserts
that it has not engaged in any practice or entered into any past or ongoing contract that would be
considered a conflict of interest with the instant contract. Offeror agrees to refrain from entering into all
such practices of contracts during the term of this instant contract (and any extensions thereto),
including any agreements and/or practices that could give rise to even the appearance of a conflict of
interest. Furthermore, the Offeror asserts that it has fully disclosed to the City any and all practices
and/or contracts of whatever nature or duration that could give rise to even the appearance of a conflict
of interest with the parties or subject matter of the instant agreement and will continue to do so during
the term of this contract and any extensions thereto. Additionally, the Offeror warrants that it has not
employed or retained any company or persons, other than a bona fide employee working solely for the
Offeror, to solicit or secure this contract and that it has not paid or agreed to pay any company or
person, other than a bona fide employee working solely for the Offeror, any fee, commission,
percentage, brokerage fee, gift, or any other consideration, contingent upon or resulting from the award
or making of this contract.
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Specifically, it was the roles of MOIT Program Manager and the first VOIP Project
Manager regarding the operational decisions on purchases. While not reflected in the
CitiBuy approval process, both individuals were significantly involved the two VOIP
related purchases during their tenures as contractors.
Analysis of Total Costs Incurred
A significant amount of time and money has been spent on recent efforts to improve the
City’s telephone system. This time and money was spent by two different City agencies
working on disparate efforts to accomplish the same thing. At this point, no one agency’s
plan is moving forward, which has prevented the costs from continuing to increase until a
phone system solution is selected for implementation. The OIG has attempted to calculate
the total amounts spent on recent telephone system improvements to date.
On the MTE side, the primary expense is the professional services contract with the
Battles Group. To date, MTE has spent approximately $146,000 for consulting services
from the Battles Group. Other expenses are based on the time spent by employees within
MTE. There is no doubt that hundreds and possibly thousands of hours have been spent
on efforts to issue the RFP, select a vendor, and negotiate for a new telephone system for
the City. Because these efforts were undertaken by City employees who are paid salaries
and are tasked with multiple responsibilities, there is no viable way to estimate the total
number of hours spent within MTE on VOIP and the resulting costs.
On the MOIT side, the primary expenses were related to the procurement of VOIP
equipment in the amount of $218,030.33, network switches in the amount of $441,450,
and network modules in the amount of $14,062.50. These expenses were incurred as part
of MOIT’s efforts to implement a VOIP pilot project. MOIT also utilized two VOIP
program managers provided through the staffing contracts with TCS and Digicon. The
costs billed for these VOIP program managers is directly related to MOIT’s VOIP efforts.
The total cost of the two VOIP program managers is $135,535. Another expense to
consider is MOIT’s agreement with Technology Partners International, Inc., as a
subcontractor to Digicon. This agreement provides a network infrastructure assessment
for a total cost of $415,000. While this assessment is not solely for the purpose of VOIP,
it is valid to consider the cost as VOIP related, given that one of MOIT’s primary
concerns with MTE’s TIPP plan is that it lacked an infrastructure assessment. MOIT then
estimated that this could cost as much as $500,000. If MOIT considered the lack of an
assessment cost a flaw in MTE’s plan, it is only fair that their assessment expense be
considered in MOIT’s VOIP plan. Additionally, there was a significant amount of work
done by other MOIT staff/contractors that was directly related to VOIP. Because these
efforts were undertaken by City employees and contractors who are tasked with multiple
responsibilities, there is no viable way to estimate the total number of hours spent within
MOIT on VOIP and the resulting costs.
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FINDINGS
1. The City has spent a significant amount of time and money on recent efforts to
improve the City’s telephone system.
a. To date, MTE has paid the Battles Group approximately $146,000 for
consulting services.
b. MOIT paid $218,030.33 for VOIP phones and equipment.
c. MOIT paid $441,450 for network switches for the purpose of VOIP
implementation.
i. These switches benefit the City’s network infrastructure regardless
of VOIP and can also be utilized for VOIP within MTE’s TIPP
plan.
d. MOIT paid $14,062.50 for network modules required to use the network
switches purchased for VOIP implementation.
e. Based on Digicon invoices, MOIT paid $16,815 for the services of the
first VOIP Project Manager.
f. Based on TCS invoices, MOIT paid $118,720 for the second VOIP Project
Manager, MOIT’s second VOIP Project Manager.
g. MTE’s VOIP-related expenses of $146,000 and MOIT’s VOIP-related
expenses of $809,078 combine to at least $955,078 spent on recent efforts
to improve the City’s telephone system.
h. Total expenditures to date of $955,078 do not include the additional cost
of the various City personnel in MOIT and MTE that have allocated
considerable time on efforts to improve the City’s telephone system. There
is no viable way to accurately discern the total time spent on these efforts
and the resulting costs to the City.
i. MOIT entered into an agreement with Technology Partners International,
Inc., as a subcontractor to Digicon, for an infrastructure assessment. The
agreed upon cost is fixed at $415,000. The cost of this is not wholly
applicable to VOIP; however, it is relevant given that one of MOIT’s
primary concerns about MTE’s TIPP plan was that it lacked an
infrastructure assessment. 60
2. Three vendors were awarded the opportunity to sell networking and infrastructure
equipment (Item Type #4) manufactured by Cisco under the City’s Blanket
contract B50001422 for computer hardware, software, and related equipment.
a. These vendors are Digicon, En-Net Services, and Daly Computers.
b. The solicitation documents state that City agencies will contact the
awarded vendors for prices on specific items with the lowest priced
vendor being awarded the specific purchase.
60 The OIG notes the Battles Group email on 12/29/2011 stating that the IBM proposal did include a VOIP
readiness assessment.
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c. For MOIT’s purchase of VOIP equipment in the amount of $218,030.33,
records and interviews indicate that MOIT only requested quotes from
Digicon.
i. Records indicate that the Bureau of Purchases then requested
quotes for VOIP equipment from En-Net Services and Daly
Computers on behalf of MOIT.
ii. Records indicate that En-Net Services and Daly Computers were
provided a significantly abbreviated quote response time and only
Daly Computers provided a partial quote.
d. For MOIT’s purchases of network switches and network modules in the
amount of $441,450 and $14,062.50, respectively, records and interviews
indicate that MOIT only requested quotes from Digicon. Records and
interviews indicate that no quotes were requested from En-Net Services
and Daly Computers.
i. There are no records that indicate that the Bureau of Purchases
requested quotes for the network switches or network modules on
behalf of MOIT.
ii. By not ensuring that multiple competitive quotes were received,
the City is now unable to demonstrate that it received the best
possible price from its authorized vendors.
3. Contractors from Digicon had a significant role in MOIT’s VOIP pilot project that
financially benefited Digicon.
a. During the MOIT Program Manager’s tenure as a Digicon contractor from
02/01/2011 to 07/31/2011, he had a significant role in staffing and
procurement decisions that financially benefitted Digicon.
i. On or about 05/10/2011, he selected the first MOIT VOIP Project
Manager who was a candidate submitted for consideration by
Digicon.
ii. During this period he also negotiated and established the hourly
pricing that MOIT would pay Digicon for the aforementioned
VOIP Project Manager.
iii. Further, he received VOIP-related quotes directly from Digicon on
06/07/2011 and 06/13/2011.
iv. On 06/15/2011 he requested that Digicon modify a VOIP-related
quote.
v. In addition he received numerous VOIP-related quotes for his
review that originated from Digicon and were then emailed
forward from MOIT personnel.
b. During the first VOIP Project Manager’s tenure with the City as a Digicon
contractor from on or about 05/16/2011 to 06/24/2011, he had a significant
role in procurement decisions that financially benefitted Digicon.
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i. As the VOIP Project Manager he requested and/or received quotes
from Digicon on the following dates: 05/24/2011, 05/26/2011, and
06/08/2011.
ii. Further, he also engaged in email correspondence with Digicon
sales representatives that was related to VOIP procurements on
06/06/2011 and 06/22/2011.
GAPS
1. The OIG has noted that the City is lacking a clear set of procedures that would
dictate the methods of operation to be used under blanket purchasing contracts.
The OIG believes that if a set of procedures and standards existed that clearly
outlined the responsibilities of the different parties involved, MOIT’s purchases
would not have been processed through CitiBuy without additional quotes being
requested and received. The lack of clarity about responsibilities is evident in the
Purchaser’s and the MOIT Network Engineer’s email correspondence on
07/29/2011. In this instance, the Purchaser requested additional quotes from the
MOIT Network Engineer to document that Digicon’s price was the lowest. The
MOIT Network Engineer’s reply stated that the Purchaser can request the
additional quotes if they are needed. This indicates that the Network Engineer was
unaware of who was responsible for requesting quotes under the blanket contract.
2. The OIG also notes that if the City enacts a set of procedures governing the
methods of operation to be used under blanket purchasing contracts, it would have
to be effectively communicated to the User Agencies and the Bureau of
Purchases. The OIG is unaware of any mechanisms within CitiBuy that
communicates the procedures to be followed for different contracts. The OIG
believes this could be done by communicating the contract’s procedures within
the CitiBuy system, where both the User Agencies and the Bureau of Purchases
cannot avoid reading, or at least clicking, through the procedures.
3. Recognizing that the use of staffing contractors in the information technology
environment by City government has accelerated over recent years, the OIG has
noted that there is not a clear policy that outlines the permissible activities that
can be performed by the staffing companies and their contractors. Currently, there
is only a general clause in the staffing contracts that requires the staffing company
to disclose conflicts of interest and the appearances of conflicts of interest. This
clause was ineffective in limiting the activities conducted by both Digicon and its
contractors. The OIG believes that if the City has a clear set of protocols
governing contractors, instances such as this will be less likely to occur in the
future.
4. The OIG also notes that if the City establishes a set of protocols that governs the
permissible activities of staffing companies and contractors, it would have to
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effectively communicate these protocols to the staffing companies and its
contractors. The OIG believes that communicating these protocols would decrease
the incentive for staffing companies and contractors from trying to benefit from
possible conflicts of interest.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The OIG recommends that the City establish a procedure to clarify certain
mandatory or suggested action items to aid in the contract administration of
blanket contracts. It is believed that a concise statHPent or list of contractual
action items that are directly relevant and targeted towards effective contract
administration as it pertains to both Purchases and the potential User
Department/Agency will improve the City’s accountability over blanket contracts.
Suggested areas for inclusion as action items are:
a. Which entity is responsible for requesting quotes, the number of quotes
required, and the reporting/approval procedure for any deviation.
b. How quotes and quote attempts are documented via uploading into the
CitBuy system.
i. Quotes should be received by fax, mail, or email only.
c. The minimum timeframe a City agency must provide for vendors to
provide quotes. It is suggested that a minimum of 48 hours or two business
days be provided.
d. A clear delineation of which entity and which staff has the authority to
approve purchases to proceed procedurally after the required actions have
been reviewed and or verified.
The OIG notes that the Bureau of Purchases has recently implemented upgrades
to the CitiBuy system which will greatly address the above recommendations by
tightening internal controls relating to blanket contracts. These changes will
address contracts that require additional levels of quoting beyond the initial
competitive bidding process. The upgrades which were implemented on
07/14/2012 will use an electronic bid tabulation to track all vendor quotes and
document those vendors who were requested to provide quotes but failed to
submit one. These upgrades were the culmination of efforts by the Bureau of
Purchases that began in October 2011.
2. The OIG recommends that in cases where User Departments indicate that quote
requests did not receive a response, or were otherwise not feasible, Purchases
engage in efforts to verify the thoroughness of the efforts on an as-needed basis.
A policy of engaging in verification efforts under certain circumstances would
provide a significant and meaningful oversight and control mechanism to help
ensure City purchasing is being conducted within established guidelines.
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3. The OIG recommends that the City enact policy that establishes which activities
shall not be engaged in or performed by staffing companies and their contractors.
It is further suggested that consideration be given to limiting certain activities for
a period after a contractor is converted to employee status. Limitations may be
based on position held or restricted to actions involving companies related to the
contractor period. Policy areas for consideration may include the following:
a. Contractors may not make or engage materially in personnel- or human
resources-related decisions.
b. Contractors may not be involved materially in procurement.
c. Contractors may not serve in City management or senior advisor positions.
d. Staffing companies must disclose to the City immediately any of the
above activities or actions that create the appearance of such activities.
4. The OIG recommends that any policy set forth or revised to address
Recommendation #3 be implemented in a manner that requires signed
acknowledgments by both staffing companies and their sub-contractors. In
addition, the City should consider the inclusion of sanctions for failure to report
covered conduct by staffing agencies doing business with the City in order to
provide adequate remedies for any breech.
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